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Minutes of the UCU York Branch General Meeting
Monday 6 April at 12:30 pm (via Zoom)

Present: 		39 members 

Minute Taker:  	Vicky Cattini (UCU Branch Administrator)

University’s response to Covid-19 crisis 

It was reported to members that the Executive Committee (exec) would have twice weekly meetings with HR and weekly meetings with the Vice-Chancellor during the crisis.  Members were asked for their experiences in order that exec could prioritise discussions at these meetings.  Items raised by members included the following: -

Teaching – in IPC online courses would be starting in 2 weeks and members were being asked to teach courses they had not taught on before  The amount of information/emails sent to staff regarding teaching and teaching styles, the micromanagement and deadlines set, all added to stress levels and staff with experience of distance learning were not being consulted on how to run online courses successfully.  There was also no consideration from management about teaching students in different time zones.  Members were also being asked to plan online courses for the new academic year and IPC appeared to be the test case for other depts to follow.  Management here seemed to be using a top down approach to decision making.

Working from home/caring responsibilities – some members had caring responsibilities which made working from home very difficult and advice in one University document was to make alternative arrangements where possible, which went against government advice. The issue needed to be acknowledged by management and an understanding reached of what could realistically be achieved in a working week Australian National University’s statement on Covid-19 was suggested as a good working example.   There were health and safety issues working from home i.e. use of own personal computer and having the space to work and teach, as well as issues for staff still having to work on campus.  There was no current university advice for staff who could not work from home, e.g. technicians, who were asked to liaise with line managers regarding alternative work. 

GTA’s, FTC’s – HR’s policy was to continue to pay GTA’s and if depts were reporting something different it would be helpful for exec to know this.  It was reported to Exec that this information was not reported widely enough as some GTA’s were unaware they would still be paid.   Exec were asked to push management for a commitment that no staff would be made unemployed as a result of the crisis.

Recruitment Freeze – a recruitment freeze was in place which would affect those on short term contracts. Exec reported that they were pressing very hard regarding this as it concerned a range of members and management could not use Covid-19 as an excuse to change normal working practices.  The recruitment freeze had an impact on research staff as contracts were not being renewed.  In the Vice-Chancellor’s bulletin it was mentioned that further discussions would take place with external funders and it was suggested that UCU are involved in these discussions.  It was noted that Exec had previously asked the Vice-Chancellor to investigate issues regarding sequestering external research funds and whether this was lawful and expected the Vice-Chancellor who was not aware of the details when it was raised, to report back at the next meeting on 15/4/20.  As a result of the recruitment freeze members asked that management acknowledge the impact on workload and casualisation.  Some staff on precarious contracts were being asked to prepare work for the next academic year, which went against commitments already made in the four fights dispute.  Members who raised issues regarding research were asked to send specific examples to Exec.  Members to send examples to Vicky Cattini (vcattini@ucu.org.uk) for collation.

Strike Deductions – exec reported that it was still pursuing this issue and would continue to do so, especially considering other Universities had rescinded payments or partly omitted some of them.  

Four Fights Dispute

Pay negotiators had further communications with the employers to make sure any deals around pay, workload, casualisation and gender pay gap were being progressed properly and that previous agreements were not reneged on due to the Covid-19 crisis.   Further meetings are to take place with negotiators and employers in the coming weeks and discussions were also taking place regarding USS.  
Exec would continue to have conversations on protecting workers on FTC, research staff on FTC’s workload and the hiring freeze at the weekly meetings with HR and would also raise at the next meeting on 15/4/20 with the Vice-Chancellor. 

In summary the main areas for exec to raise were furloughed staff, potential redundancies, workload and the lack of practical support, a failure to engage with staff as professional experts, research issues, caring issues and use of top down commands and control. 
Members are to send Vicky specific examples.


A.O.B.

ASOS – a member raised the issue that staff were still on ASOS and suggested to send a clear signal that whilst members were helping with planning in the short term, that any planning for the new academic year would be declined on the grounds of ASOS.  Exec to consider putting the idea forward.

Further meetings would be arranged in the future.

The meeting ended at 1.30 pm 




